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Know how by safety
Protecting patients and manufactures is 
our expertise

An important aspect of the development of medical devices is their bio-

compatibility: Are the used materials and especially the final product bio-

compatible? How do the manufacturing, cleaning process and sterilization 

influence the biocompatibility of the product?

For achieving the CE-mark, biological safety evidences for biocompatibility 

are required. These tests are performed by the BMP Labor für medizinische 

Materialprüfung GmbH in Aachen, which is one of only a few accredited 

laboratories based on the international guideline ISO 17025.

BMP offers, based on DIN EN ISO 10993, tests for compatibility of blood, 

cells and tissue, for geno- and reproductive toxicity, for acute systemic and 

subchronic toxicity, for cancerogenity, irritation and sensitization as well as 

tests for local effects after implantation. 

The manufacturers get more service offered by BMP: checking the used 

materials by screening at an early stage during development can avoid 

expensive false developments. Additionally, BMP performs batch tests for 

medical devices of notable manufacturers: even small changes in the man-

ufacturing and cleaning process can cause toxical effects.

The development of the test strategy for each specific case as well as in-

house-training, judgement of test results and risk analysis are also in the 

range of services of BMP.
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52249 Eschweiler, Germany
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info@bytecmed.com
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Design and Development for Efficiency

BYTEC Medizintechnik GmbH develops and manufactures medical de-

vices – entire systems serving the demanding areas of surgery, therapy 

and diagnostics. Founded on the security of proven technologies and the 

newest findings, we are able to apply the requirements of medical practice 

and the expectations of the market. We make complex products simple!

As an example we developed and will manufacture the eye surgery system 

‘Qube’ for RUCK TMED.

RUCK TMED is a privately owned and operated company specialized in 

ophthalmic medical systems and equipment. Founded in 1981, RUCK 

TMED established itself as a manufacturer, distributor and supplier of high-

quality ophthalmic products, dedicated to offer top notch knowledge and 

service to eye care professionals. The product range includes diagnos-

tic devices and laser systems, as well as intraocular lenses, implants and 

phaco and vitrectomy surgery systems.

Available early/mid 2012, ‘Qube’ is an efficient, reliable and user friendly 

system for anterior chamber surgery. Its state of the art design and User 

Interface are perfected for the use in clinical environments.
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